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Abstrat:
In this paper, we onsider a threshold time series model in order to take
into aount ertain stylized fats of the industrial business yle, suh as
asymmetries in the phases of the yle. Our aim is to point out some thresh-
olds under (over) whih a signal of turning point ould be given. First, we
introdue the various threshold models and we disuss both their statisti-
al theoretial and empirial properties. Espeially, we review the lassial
tehniques to estimate the number of regimes, the threshold, the delay and
the parameters of the model. Then, we apply these models to the Euro-
zone industrial prodution index to detet, through a dynami simulation
approah, the dates of peaks and troughs in the business yle.
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1 Introdution
Reently, we witnessed the development of new tools in business yle anal-
ysis, mainly based on non-linear parametri modeling. Non-linear models
have the great advantage to be exible enough to take into aount ertain
stylized fats of the eonomi business yle, suh as asymmetries in the
phases of the yle. In this respet, emphasis has been plaed on the lass
of non-linear dynami models that aommodate the possibility of regime
hanges. Espeially, Markov-Swithing models popularized by Hamilton
(1989) have been extensively used in business yle analysis in order to
desribe the eonomi utuations. Among the huge amount of empirial
studies, we an quote the papers of Sihel (1994), Lahiri and Wang (1994),
Potter (1995), Chauvet and Piger (2003), Ferrara (2003), Clements and
Krolzig (2003) or Anas and Ferrara (2004b) as regards the US eonomy and
the papers of Krolzig (2001, 2004) or Krolzig and Toro (2001) on the Euro-
zone eonomy. Generally, the output of these appliations is twofold. The
authors aim either at dating the turning points of the yle or at deteting
in real-time the urrent regime of the eonomy.
However, dating and deteting the turning points of the yle are quite dif-
ferent objetives. Dating is an ex post exerise for whih several parametri
and non-parametri methodologies are available. It turns out that simple
non-parametri proedures, suh as the famous Bry and Boshan (1971) pro-
edure still used by the Dating Committee of the NBER, are more onvenient
for this kind of work (see Harding and Pagan, 2001, or Anas and Ferrara,
2004a, for a disussion on this issue). Real-time detetion refers mainly to
short-term eonomi analysis, whih is not an easy task for pratitioners.
Indeed, several eonomi indiators are released on a regularly monthly ba-
sis, or even on a daily basis as regards the nanial setor, adding volatility
to the existing volatility and thus leading to an ination of the available in-
formation set. Moreover, the data are often strongly revised and the diverse
statistial methods, suh as seasonal adjustment or ltering tehniques, lead
to edge-eets.
Besides the well known Markov-Swithing approah, other parametri mod-
els have been proposed in the statistial literature to allow for dierent
regimes in business yle analysis. For instane, probit and logit models
have been used by Estrella and Mishkin (1998) to predit US reessions.
The threshold autoregressive (TAR) model, proposed rst by Tong and Lim
(1980), has been used to desribe the asymmetry observed in the quartely US
real GNP by dierent authors, suh as Tiao and Tsay (1994), Potter (1995)
and Proietti (1998) for instane, and using US unemployment monthly data
by Hansen (1997). In the TAR model, the transition variable may be ei-
ther an exogenous variable, suh as a leading index for example, or a linear
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ombination of lagged values of the series. In this latter ase, the model is
referred to as a self-exiting threshold autoregressive (SETAR) model. This
is the main dierene with the Markov-Swithing model whose generating
proess varies aording to the states of the latent Markov hain. These two
approahes are omplementary beause the notion aptured under investi-
gation is not exatly the same. Nevertheless, one of the interest of SETAR
proesses lies on their preditability, see for instane De Goojier and De
Bruin (1999) and Clements and Smith (2001). When dealing with SETAR
models, the transition is disrete, but smooth transition is also hosen to
study the business yle by some authors. Then, we get the so-alled STAR
(smooth transition autoregressive) model, see for instane Terasvirta and
Anderson (1992) and van Dijk, Terasvirta and Franses (2002).
In this paper, we fous on the detetion of business yle turning points.
Our aim is rather to point out some thresholds under (over) whih a signal
of turning point ould be given. We adopt the SETAR approah beause a
threshold model seems to be attrative in terms of business yle analysis.
Here, we propose a prospetive approah to detet the business yle as an
alternative to other more lassial parametri approahes.
This paper is split into two parts. In a rst step (setion two), we introdue
threshold models whih allow to apture states in a time series, then, in
setion three, we speify the method used to estimate the dierent parame-
ters of the threshold models. In a seond step, we apply dierent threshold
models to the Euro-zone industrial prodution index to detet the dates of
peaks and troughs in the business yle (setion four). By using a dynami
simulation approah, we also provide a measure of performane of our model
by omparison to a benhmark dating hronology. Lastly, some onlusions
and further researh diretions are proposed.
2 Desription of models whih apture states
In this setion, we speify some of the models whih permit to take into
aount the existene of various states in the data. For sake of simpliity, we
desribe the models only with two regimes, but they an be easily generalised
to more regimes. For a review onerning these kinds of proesses, we refer
to Tong (1990), Franses and van Dijk (2000) and Guegan (2003).
2.1 Threshold proesses
The ovariane-stationary proess (Y
t
) follows a two-regimes threshold au-
toregressive proess, denoted TAR(2,p
1
,p
2
), if it satises the following equa-
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where  is the threshold, d > 0 the delay, ("
t
) a standardised white noise
proess, (Z
t
) the transition variable. Here, I(:) is the indiator funtion
suh that I(Z
t d
> ) = 1 if Z
t d
>  and zero otherwise. If, 8t, Z
t
= Y
t
,
the proess is referred to as self-exiting TAR proess (SETAR). For a given
threshold  and the position of the random variable Z
t d
with respet to
this threshold , the proess (Y
t
) follows here a partiular AR(p) model.
The model parameters are 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, for i = 0; : : : ; p
j
and j = 1; 2, the standard
variane errors 
1
and 
2
, the threshold  and the delay d. This model has
been introdued rst by Tong and Lim (1980).
Using some algebrai notations, the model (1), with p
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If we denote  the unonditional stationary distribution of the proess (Y
t
),
to get its analytial form is a non-trivial problem. However an impliit
solution is always available if the stationary proess (Y
t
) an be onsidered
as an ergodi Markov hain over R
n
. It is given for any event A, by:
(A) =
Z
1
 1
P (Ajx)(dx);
where  denotes the limiting distribution of (Y
t
). For SETAR proesses
introdued in (1), dierent numerial solutions have been proposed to solve
this problem, see Jones (1978) and Pemberton (1985). In reality, we obtain
an approximation of this distribution, omputing empirially the perentage
of points belonging to the rst regime or to the seond one. This method
gives an estimation of the unonditional probability (
1
or 
2
) to be in a
given regime.
On eah state, it is possible to propose more omplex stationary models
like ARMA(p,q) proesses, GARCH(p,q) proesses (see for instane Za-
koian, 1994) or long memory proesses (see Dufrenot, Guegan and Peiguin-
Feissolle, 2005a and 2005b). Note also that the regimes an be haraterized
by hanges in the variane of the noise proess (see Pfann, Shotman and
Thernig, 1996).
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2.2 Smooth transition proesses
Instead of using a sharp transition between the two states, haraterised by
the indiator funtion I(:), we an use a smooth transition. This is the basi
idea of the smooth transition autoregressive (STAR) proess. In that ase,
by using the previous notations, the two-regimes STAR(2,p
1
,p
2
) proess (Y
t
)
follows the reursive sheme:
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where G is some ontinuous funtion, for instane the logisti one:
G(Z
t d
; ; ) =
1
1 + exp( (Z
t d
  ))
: (4)
Note that the transition funtion G is bounded between 0 and 1. The
parameter  an be interpreted as the threshold between the two regimes in
the sense that the logisti funtion hanges monotonially from 0 to 1 with
respet to the value of the lagged exogeneous or endogenous variable Z
t d
.
The parameter  determines the smoothness of the hange in the value of the
logisti funtion, and thus, the smoothness of the transition of one regime to
the other. As  beomes very large, the logisti funtion (4) approahes the
indiator funtion I(Z
t d
> ). Consequently, the hange of G(Y
t d
; ; )
from 0 to 1 beomes instantaneous at Z
t d
= . Then we nd the TARmodel
as a partiular ase of this STAR model. When  ! 0, the logisti funtion
approahes a onstant (equal to 0.5) and when  = 0, the STAR model
redues to a linear AR model. This model has been desribed by Terasvirta
and Anderson (1992). Other generalisations of the STAR proess have been
proposed, for instane by replaing the logisti funtion by the exponential
funtion or by using long memory dynamis in eah regime (see van Dijk,
Franses and Paap, 2002).
3 Estimation for SETAR models
In the following, we use the SETAR proess in order to model the eonomi
business yle using the Euro-zone industrial prodution index. We now
desribe the estimation proedure we use in setion four.
The TAR model introdued in the eighties' has not been widely used in ap-
pliations until reently, primarily beause it was hard in pratie to identify
the threshold variable and to estimate the assoiated values, and, seondly,
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beause there was no simple modeling proedure available. Reently, some
authors have proposed dierent ways to bypass this problem. We present
in this setion a way to estimate the parameters of the SETAR models and
we speify some reent literature whih permits to implement quikly the
proedure we use below.
Here, we assume rst that the model available for our purpose is a SETAR
(2,p
1
,p
2
) model desribed by equation (1), with 
1
= 
2
= 1. As noted
above, a major diÆulty in applying TAR models is the speiation of the
threshold variable, whih plays a key role in the non-linear struture of the
model. Sine there is only a nite number of hoies for the parameters 
and d, the best hoie an be done using the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC), see Akaike (1974). This proedure has been proposed by Tong and
Lim (1980) and is used by a large part of the pratitioners dealing with this
model.
Now, we assume that we observe a sequene of data (Y
1
;    ; Y
n
) from the
model (2). The equation (2) is a regression equation (albeit non-linear in
parameters) and an appropriate estimation method is least squares (LS).
Under the auxiliary assumption that the noise ("
t
)
t
is a strong Gaussian
white noise, the least squares estimation is equivalent to the maximum like-
lihood estimation. Sine the regression equation (2) is non-linear and dison-
tinuous, the easiest method to obtain the LS estimates is to use sequential
onditional LS. We will use this approah here. Reall that onditional least
squares lead to the minimization of:
n
X
Y
t d
;t=1
(Y
t
 
1;0
 
p
1
X
i=1

1;i
Y
t i
)
2
+
n
X
Y
t d
>;t=1
(Y
t
 
2;0
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p
2
X
i=1

2;i
Y
t i
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2
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with respet to 
1
;
2
; ; d; p
1
; p
2
. Generally, we rst assume that the au-
toregressive orders p
1
and p
2
are known.
Reall that Chan (1993) proves, under geometri ergodiity and some other
regularity onditions for the proess (2), that the LS parameters estimates
of this proess have good properties. The threshold parameter is onsistent,
tends to the true value at rate n and, suitably normalized follows asymp-
totially a Compound Poisson proess. The other parameters of the model
are n
 1=2
onsistent and are asymptotially Normally distributed. The lim-
itation of the theory of Chan (1993) onerns the onstrution of ondene
intervals for the threshold . Indeed, if we denote ^ the LS estimate for ,
Chan (1993) nds that (^  ) onverges in distribution to a funtional of a
Compound Poisson proess and unfortunately, this representation depends
upon a host of nuisane parameters, inluding the marginal distribution of
(Y
t
) and all the regression oeÆients. Hene, this theory does not yield a
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pratial method to onstrut ondene intervals. Some disussions and
extensions to this work an be found in Hansen (2000), Clements and Smith
(2001) and Gonzalo and Pitarakis (2002), for instane.
In pratie, to determine the parameters ; d; p
1
; p
2
, we need to assume the
existene of a maximal possible order P of the two subregimes and a great-
est possible delay D. The threshold parameter  is estimated by using a
grid-searh proedure. The grid points (
1
; : : : ; 
s
) are obtained using the
quantiles of the sample under investigation. We use equally spaed quan-
tiles from the 10 (perent) quantiles and ending at the 90 (perent) quantiles.
Now, for eah xed pair (d; 
i
), 0 < d < D, i = 1;    s, the appropriate TAR
model is identied. The AIC riterion is used for seletion of the orders p
1
and p
2
. In this ontext, it beomes:
AIC(p
1
; p
2
; d; ) = ln(
1
n
X
"^
2
t
) + 2
p
1
+ p
2
+ 2
n
; (6)
where "^
t
denotes the residuals when we use the appropriate model for eah
pair (d; 
i
) from the LS approah.
Finally the model with the parameters p

1
, p

2
, d

and 

that minimize the
AIC riterion an be hosen. Sine for dierent d there are dierent numbers
of values that an be used for estimation, the following adjustment should
be done. With n
d
= max(d; P ) it is:
AIC(p

1
; p

2
; d

; 

) = min
p
1
;p
2
;d;
1
n  n
d
AIC(p
1
; p
2
; d; ): (7)
Dierent algorithms have been proposed to improve the properties of the
estimates and the speed of the algorithms and we suggest the reader to on-
sult them. It is possible to use a Bayesian approah based on Gibbs sampler
proposed by Tiao and Tsay (1994), see also Potter (1999); graphial proe-
dures lassifying the observations without knowing the threshold variable to
estimate the parameters, see Chen (1995); numerial approahes, see Coak-
ley, Fuertes and Perez (2003) or a Markov Chain Monte-Carlo approah
developed in partiular by So and Chen (2003).
In this paper, we onsider the Tsay test (1989) to justify the use of SETAR
models. Hansen (1997) onsiders another approah based on a likelihood
ratio statisti and a Lagrange Multiplier test has been also proposed by
Proietti (1998). To our knowledge, there is no test available to deide be-
tween SETAR models and Markov-Swithing models.
4 Empirial results
In this setion, our aim is to apply a SETAR model to the Euro-zone In-
dustrial Prodution Index in order to detet the low phases of the industrial
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business yle referred to as the industrial reessions. The appliation is
done in two steps: rst we try to nd the best SETAR model following the
method proposed in setion 3 based on the AIC riterion. Seondly we use
the model to detet the periods of expansion and reession. By omparing
the results to referene reession dates, we an assess the ability of the model
to reprodue the industrial business yle features.
4.1 Data desription
The analysis is arried out on the IPI series onsidered in the paper of Anas
et al. (2003). This series is a proxy of the monthly aggregate Euro-zone
IPI for the 12 ountries, beginning in January 1970 and ending in Deember
2002. The data are working day adjusted and seasonally adjusted by using
the Tramo-SEATS model-based methodology, implemented in the Demetra
software, whih used a Wiener-Kolmogorov lter (see for instane Maravall
and Planas, 1999). Moreover, the irregular part inluding outliers has been
removed by using the same methodology. It is noteworthy that there is still
a debate among statistiians about the impat of ltering methodologies on
the timing of peaks and troughs in business yle analysis (see for instane
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Figure 1: Euro12 IPI (top) and its monthly growth rate (bottom), as well as the referene
industrial reession periods (shaded areas), from January 1970 to Deember 2002.
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Figure 2: Empirial unonditional distribution of the IPI growth rate, from January
1970 to Deember 2002.
Lahiri et al., 2004).
The original series (X
t
) is presented in gure 1 as well as its monthly growth
rate (Y
t
) dened, for all t, by: Y
t
= log(X
t
)   log(X
t 1
). In gure 1, the
shaded areas represent the referene industrial reession dates. Several au-
thors have proposed a turning point hronology for the Euro-zone industrial
business yle, by using dierent statistial tehniques and eonomi argu-
ments. For example, we refer to Anas et al. (2003), who propose a lassial
NBER-based non-parametri approah, and to Artis et al. (2003), Krolzig
(2004) or Anas and Ferrara (2004b) who apply parametri Markov-Swithing
models. Generally, the industrial reession dates are more or less similar. In
fat, it turns out that the Euro-zone experiened ve industrial reessions:
in 1974-75 and 1980-81 due to the rst and seond oil shoks, in 1981-82,
in 1992-93, due to the Amerian reession and the Gulf war, and lastly in
2000-2001 beause of the global eonomi slowdown aused itself by the US
reession from Marh 2001 to November 2001. It is noteworthy that, on-
trary to a ommon belief among eonomists, the Asian risis in 1997-98 has
not aused an industrial reession in the whole Euro-zone, but only a slow-
down of the prodution. Finally, we retain as a benhmark for our study the
dates proposed by Anas et al. (2003) and summarized in the rst olumn
in table 4.
To ensure stationarity, we are going to deal with the monthly industrial
growth rate (Y
t
). The unonditional empirial distribution of the IPI growth
rate omputed by using a non-parametri kernel estimate (with the Epaneh-
nikov kernel) is presented in gure 2. There is a lear evidene of three peaks
in the estimated distribution. The lowest peak is due to the negative growth
9
rates during industrial reessions. The intermediate peak seems to be aused
by periods of low, but positive, growth rates, experiened for example dur-
ing the eighties, while the peak orresponding to the highest value is related
to periods of fast growth. It is noteworthy that, from 1970 to 2002, periods
of low growth rates seem to appear more frequently than periods of high
growth rates. Moreover, this empirial distribution is leary asymmetri
(skewness equal to -0.9315) and with heavy tails (exess kurtosis equal to
2.4850). Consequently, the unonditional Gaussian assumption is strongly
rejeted by a Jarque-Bera test.
4.2 Whole sample modelling
In this subsetion we t various SETAR models to the industrial growth
rate series (Y
t
), that is, we model the growth of the Euro-zone industry. We
onsider rst a two-regime model, the transition variable being suessively
the lagged series and the lagged dierened series. Then, we onsider a mul-
tiple regime model by mixing the onditions on these previous series. For
eah model, we ompare the estimated regimes with the referene reession
phases in order to assess the ability of the model to reprodue business yle
features.
4.2.1 Model 1
The rst SETAR model uses the lagged series Y
t d
as transition variable.
Thus, we model the growth of the industrial prodution aording to the
regimes of the lagged growth. The delay d and the threshold  are estimated
by using the methodology presented in the previous setion. However, the
autoregressive lag p has to be determined a priori. We proeed by using a
desendent stepwise approah by onsidering rst p = 12. For all estimated
models, it turns out that the parameters orresponding to a lag greater than
three are statistially not signiant by the usual Student test. Therefore,
we impose the hoie p = 3 for all the models. The Tsay (1989) test with
p = 3 rejets the null of linearity for d = 1 and for 4  d  12, at the
usual risk  = 0:05, implying thus the presene of two regimes. We get the
following estimates for  and d : ^ =  0:0024 and
^
d = 1. We note from
table 1 that, in the high regime, the persistene is stronger, beause the
parameters orresponding to p = 2 and p = 3 in the low regime are not
statistially signiant and have been therefore anelled, and the variane
is smaller, whih are expeted results in business yle analysis. The full
estimated model is as follows (estimates and their standard errors are given
in table 1):
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Yt
= ( 0:0049 + 0:8103Y
t 1
)(1  I
[Y
t 1
> 0:0024℄
)
+ (0:0025 + 1:3950Y
t 1
  0:8742Y
t 2
+ 0:3318Y
t 3
)I
[Y
t 1
> 0:0024℄
+ "
t
:
The empirial unonditional probabilities of being in eah regime are 
1
=
0:11 and 
2
= 0:89, whih is onsistent with the usual probabilities of be-
ing in reession and expansion in business yle analysis. As regards the
estimated reession dates, we get them by assuming that the low regime
mathes with the reession regime. The results are presented in gure 3
(top graph) and table 4 along with the two other dating hronologies stem-
ming from the models desribed below. By omparison with the referene
dating hronology, we an observe that the results are basially idential,
exept that we get a supplementary of reession in 1977, lasting only three
months. If we had to establish a dating hronology, this period would not
be retained as an industrial reession insofar as its duration is too short in
omparison with the minimum duration of a business yle phase, whih
generally of six months. However in this paper, to avoid non-persistent sig-
nals, we adopt the ensoring rule saying that a signal must stay at least
three months to be reognized as an estimated reession phase. Thus, this
supplementary reession in 1977 is interpreted as a false signal of reession.
In the remaining of this paper, a reession phase deteted by the model
but not present in the referene hronology is interpreted as a false signal
of reession. Regarding the last industrial reession, the model estimates a
reession period ut into two parts. This an be interpreted as a false signal
of reovery. We also note that the other estimated industrial reessions are
shorter, espeially the 1982 reession but we get a rst signal of reession
in January 1982 whih was not persistent. Otherwise, this model does not
provide any other false signal for industrial reession.
Low regime High regime
[Y
t 1
  0:0024℄ [Y
t 1
>  0:0024℄
^

0
-0.0049 0.0025
(0.0016) (0.0004)
^

1
0.8103 1.3950
(0.0931) (0.0513)
^

2
-0.8742
(0.0782)
^

3
0.3318
(0.0513)
^
"
0.0021 0.0012
Table 1: Estimates and standard errors for model desribed in 4.2.1.
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4.2.2 Model 2
The seond SETAR model uses the dierened lagged series as transition
variable, that is we try to model the growth of the industrial prodution
aording the regimes of its aeleration. We note this series Z
t d
, dened
suh as 8t, Z
t d
= Y
t 1
  Y
t d
. Atually, this series an be onsidered as
a proxy of the aeleration of the IPI over d   1 months. It is interesting
to investigate how the growth rate is related to the aeleration through a
non-linear relationship. The Tsay test (1989) with p = 3 rejets the null
of linearity for 4  d  13, at the usual risk  = 0:05, implying thus the
presene of two regimes. It turns out that the delay d orresponding to
the minimum AIC is equal to d = 10. That is, the aeleration over nine
months seems to be the most signiant. The estimated model is given by
the following equation (estimates and their standard errors are given in table
2):
Y
t
= ( 0:0051 + 0:8100Y
t 1
)(1  I
[Z
t 10
> 0:0061℄
)
+ (0:0024 + 1:7444Y
t 1
  1:3796Y
t 2
+ 0:5567Y
t 3
)I
[Z
t 10
> 0:0061℄
+ "
t
:
Here again, we observe that the persistene is stronger in the higher regime
while the variane is smaller and the empirial unonditional probabilities of
being in eah regime are exatly equal to the previous ones. The estimated
industrial reession dates, presented in gure 3 (middle graph) and table
4, slighty dier from the previous estimates. Indeed, we get another false
signal of industrial reession in 1998 due to the impat of the Asian risis.
Moreover, we note that the 1977 reession lasts seven months, but the 1982
reession is only of two months. Therefore, by onsidering the ensoring
rule adopted above, this model does not reognize this period as a reession.
We also note that a non-persistent signal of reession is given in Septem-
ber 1995. Thus, by omparison with the referene dating hronology, this
model provides two false signals of reession and misses the 1982 reession.
Low regime High regime
[Z
t 10
  0:0061℄ [Z
t 10
>  0:0061℄
^

0
-0.0051 0.0023
(0.0018) (0.0006)
^

1
0.8100 1.7540
(0.0929) (0.0453)
^

2
-1.3940
(0.0738)
^

3
0.5630
(0.0454)
^
"
0.0023 0.0009
Table 2: Estimates and standard errors for model desribed in 4.2.2.
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Consequently, this model underperforms the previous one in deteting the
industrial reession phases. This may be due to the fat that the aelera-
tion, although omputed over 9 months, appears to be too volatile.
4.2.3 Model 3
Lastly, the idea whih appears to be natural is to ombine the two previ-
ous SETAR models in a single model with two transition variables : the
lagged growth rate and the aeleration. Therefore, the model possesses
four regimes and two thresholds 
1
and 
2
have to be estimated. The esti-
mated model whih minimizes the AIC is given by the following equations
(estimates and their standard errors are given in table 3) :
 Regime 1: if Y
t 1
<  0:00148 and Z
t 10
<  0:00076, then
Y
t
=  0:0041 + 0:8273Y
t 1
+ "
1
t
;
 Regime 2: if Y
t 1
<  0:00148 and Z
t 10
  0:00076
Y
t
=  0:0017   0:0934Y
t 1
+ "
2
t
;
 Regime 3: if Y
t 1
  0:00148 and Z
t 10
<  0:00076
Y
t
= 0:0010 + 0:6520Y
t 1
+ "
3
t
;
 Regime 4: if Y
t 1
  0:00148 and Z
t 10
  0:00076
Y
t
= 0:0036 + 1:3005Y
t 1
  0:7883Y
t 2
+ 0:3321Y
t 3
+ "
4
t
:
Regime 1 Regime 2 Regime 3 Regime 4
[Y
t 1
<  0:0015℄ [Y
t 1
<  0:0015℄ [Y
t 1
  0:0015℄ [Y
t 1
  0:0015℄
[Z
t 10
<  0:0008℄ [Z
t 10
  0:0008℄ [Z
t 10
<  0:0008℄ [Z
t 10
  0:0008℄
^

0
-0.0041 -0.0018 0.0010 0.0036
(0.0016) (0.0011) (0.0005) (0.0005)
^

1
0.8273 -0.0934 0.6520 1.3005
(0.0784) (0.5282) (0.0749) (0.0660)
^

2
-0.7883
(0.0974)
^

3
0.3321
(0.0662)
^
"
0.0021 0.0028 0.0016 0.0012
Table 3: Estimates and standard errors for model desribed in 4.2.3.
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Figure 3: Industrial reession dates estimated by the 2-regime SETAR with lagged
variable as transition variable (top graph), by the 2-regime SETAR with dierened lagged
variable as transition variable (middle graph) and by the 4-regime SETAR (bottom graph).
The two thresholds are estimated by using a double loop, but the delays
of the model are xed a priori aording the two previous estimated mod-
els. Both estimated thresholds are negative but very lose to zero. The
rst regime has an empirial unonditional probability of 0.15 and should
be onsidered at a rst sight as a period of reession beause the estimated
reession dates math the referene reession dates. However, the seond
regime is also meaningful. Indeed, this seond regime possesses an unondi-
tional probability of 0.02: only 7 observations over 385 belong to this state.
This is the reason why estimates and their standard errors in this regime
should be taken with aution. Although the frequeny of this seond regime
is very low, this regime is persistent and appears in lusters. In fat, this
regime is very interesting beause it orresponds to the end of a reession
14
phase when the eonomy is aelerating again. This regime was deteted
twie: at the end of the 1974-75 reession and at the end of the 1992-93
reession. Thus, the sum of regime 1 and regime 2 orresponds to the indus-
trial reession phase. The third regime an be onsidered as a slowdown of
the industrial prodution, that is the industry is below its trend growth rate
without being in reession. Lastly, when the series is in the high regime,
we an dedue that the industrial growth rate is over its trend growth rate.
Atually, regime 3 and regime 4 orrespond to the high phase of the indus-
trial business yle. It appears that only three regimes would be suÆient
to desribe the industrial business yle. However, we deide to keep four
states beause it gives a deeper understanding of the industrial business y-
le features. As regards the dating results, the model provides almost the
same results than the rst model, the last reession period being not ut into
two parts (see gure 3, bottom graph, and table 4). However, this model
presents some non-persistent signals of reession.
After this whole sample analysis, we retain the third SETAR model with
four regimes for the dynami analysis, beause it provides the more aurate
desription of the industrial business yle.
4.3 Dynami analysis
To be useful for short-term eonomi analysis, an eonomi indiator re-
quires at least two qualities: it must be reliable and must provide a readable
signal as soon as possible. Thus, there is a well known trade-o between
advane and reliability for the eonomi indiators. By using the previous
Referene Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Peak m4 1974 m6 1974 m6 1974 m6 1974
Trough m5 1975 m5 1975 m3 1975 m6 1975
Peak - m3 1977 m12 1976 m3 1977
Trough - m6 1977 m7 1977 m7 1977
Peak m2 1980 m4 1980 m3 1980 m3 1980
Trough m1 1981 m10 1980 m10 1980 m11 1980
Peak m10 1981 m5 1982 m6 1982 m6 1982
Trough m12 1982 m12 1982 m8 1982 m12 1982
Peak m1 1992 m4 1992 m7 1992 m4 1992
Trough m5 1993 m5 1993 m1 1993 m6 1993
Peak - - m7 1998 -
Trough - - m11 1998 -
Peak m12 2000 m2 2001 m1 2001 m2 2001
Trough m12 2001 m12 2001 m10 2001 m12 2001
Table 4: Referene and estimated dating hronologies stemming from the 3 onsidered
SETAR models.
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4-regime SETAR model, we assess if it is possible to have a lear and timely
signal for the turning points of the industrial business yle in a dynami
analysis.
In this part, we onsider the previous IPI series from January 1970 to De-
ember 1999, and we add progressively a monthly data until Deember 2002.
For eah step, we re-estimate the model and we lassify the observations into
one of the four regimes. Thus, by using the onlusions of the whole-sample
analysis, if the observations fall into regime 1 or regime 2, we an onlude
that the industry is in a reession phase. We are aware that a true real-time
analysis should be done by using historially released data (see for instane
Chauvet and Piger, 2003) in order to take the revisions and the edge-eets
of the statistial treatments of the raw data into aount. However, suh
series are very diÆult to nd in eonomi data bases.
The dynamially estimated reession period is presented in gure 4. We
observe this period mathes with the 2001 reession period estimated in the
whole-sample analysis. This fat points out the stability of the model. In-
deed, we detet a peak in the business yle in February 2001 and a trough
in Deember 2001. However, it must be noted that a false signal of a hange
in regime is emitted in August 2001 but lasts only one month. Knowing
that a signal must be persistent to be reliable, we have to propose an ad ho
real-time deision rule. Thus, it is advoated to wait at least two months
before sending a signal of a hange in regime. We also note that the exit of
the reession is very fast, beause the observations go diretly from regime 1
in Deember 2001 to regime 4 in January 2002. Moreover, we observe that
the Deember 2002 observation falls into regime 3.
2000 2001 2002 2003
115
116
117
118
119
120
Figure 4: Euro12 IPI and the dinamially estimated reession period (shaded area),
from January 2000 to Deember 2002.
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Conlusion
This paper is an exploratory analysis of the ability of SETAR models to
reprodue the business yle stylised fats. The results are promising. It
appears that these non-linear models allow to identify the turning points
of the Euro-zone industrial business yle and an thus be useful for real-
time detetion. However, a true real-time analysis should be extended by
using historially released data, as used in the reent paper of Chauvet and
Piger (2003) as regards the US GDP and employment. This true real-time
analysis would also allow to hek the robustness of the model over time.
Espeially, the stability of the estimated thresholds ould be interesting to
investigate. If the unstability is eetive, an innovative time-varying SETAR
ould be introdued. Unfortunately, suh data are not systematially stored
in data bases and are therefore very diÆult to get, espeially as regards
the Euro-zone. As another example of appliation, onsumer and business
surveys seem to be good andidates for real-time analysis through SETAR
models beause they are timely released and are not generally revised. Last,
it ould be interesting to ompare the detetions made by these threshold
models with analogous detetions made by other models, suh as Markov-
Swithing or logit models, based on the same data set, and to ompare their
goodness of t through a simulation study.
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